Organismal fitness is relevant in many contexts in biology. The most meaningful experimental 20 measure of fitness is competitive fitness, when two or more entities (e.g., genotypes) are 21 allowed to compete directly. In theory, competitive fitness is simple to measure: an 34 samples were split into three replicates and counted (1) "by eye" from a saved image, (2) from 35 the same image using CellProfiler image analysis software, and (3) with a large particle flow 36 cytometer (a "worm sorter"). From 720 replicate samples, neither the frequency of wild-type 37 worms nor the among-sample variance differed significantly between the three methods.
experimental population is initiated with the different types in known proportions and allowed to 23 evolve under experimental conditions to a predefined endpoint. In practice, there are several 24 obstacles to obtaining robust estimates of competitive fitness in multicellular organisms, the 25 most pervasive of which is simply the time it takes to count many individuals of different types 26 from many replicate populations. Methods by which counting can be automated in high 27 throughput are desirable, but for automated methods to be useful, the bias and technical 28 variance associated with the method must be (a) known, and (b) sufficiently small relative to 29 other sources of bias and variance to make the effort worthwhile.
30
The nematode Caenorhabditis elegans is an important model organism, and the fitness 31 effects of genotype and environmental conditions are often of interest. We report a comparison 32 of three experimental methods of quantifying competitive fitness, in which wild-type strains are 33 competed against GFP-marked competitors under standard laboratory conditions. Population 3 41
In the context of evolutionary biology, fitness is the contribution of an individual to the 42 next generation. Researchers working with C. elegans and related nematodes are often 43 interested in comparing the average fitness of different strains. The most straightforward way to 44 quantify fitness is to count the total number of offspring produced by an individual over the 45 course of its lifetime. The number of offspring produced over the lifetime of an individual i is its 46 absolute fitness (usually depicted ). Relative fitness, , is the absolute fitness of an individual scaled relative to that of a reference, usually either the most fit individual in the 48 population, i.e, , or the population mean, . = =
49
From the perspective of evolution, only relative fitness matters. All else equal, greater 50 absolute fitness means greater relative fitness. However, all else is often not equal, for several 51 reasons. First, demography matters: offspring produced early in an individual's life contribute 52 more to fitness than offspring produced late in life [1] . More importantly, however, interactions 53 between individuals can influence fitness in ways that will not be apparent if the different strains 54 are not allowed to interact directly. Also, differences in relative fitness may often only be 55 manifested under competitive conditions [2], because small differences in performance which 56 would have no detectable effect on fecundity (e.g., sprint speed in gazelles) may translate into 57 qualitative differences in fitness (e.g., which gazelle gets caught and eaten by the lion).
58
A standard laboratory assay of competitive fitness in many organisms, including 59 Caenorhabditis, is to allow different strains of interest ("focal" strains, usually strain=genotype)
60
to compete against a standard, marked competitor strain. Experimental populations are initiated 61 with a known number of focal and competitor individuals, and the population allowed to grow 
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Experimental measurement of competitive fitness in many organisms, including 69 Caenorhabditis, has been greatly facilitated by the availability of heritable fluorescent markers, 70 e.g., GFP, which can be scored in much higher throughput than traditional phenotypic markers 71 such as dumpy or unc mutants. The simplest competitive fitness assay is to pick a known 72 number of worms of the focal and fluorescently-marked competitor strains onto a seeded plate, Two methods exist by which the throughput of competitive fitness assays can be 79 significantly increased. First, worms can be washed into wells of a microtiter plate and a 80 motorized stage used to automate the image capture, followed by automated counting by image 81 analysis. Second, a large-particle flow cytometer (aka, a "worm sorter") can be employed. The 82 latter two methods involve significant initial investment, especially the worm sorter. However,
83
given that the relevant hardware is available, it is useful to know the time/accuracy trade-offs 84 involved with the different methods.
85
Here we provide a head-to-head comparison of three methods of quantifying competitive 86 fitness in C. elegans. Method 1 is our standard "by eye" competitive fitness assay, in which 
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To begin, we assessed three estimators of relative fitness: the frequency of the focal type, p, the 107 competitive index CI = p/(1-p), and log(CI). For each estimator of relative fitness we calculated 108 two measures of variation: the within-block standard deviation (SD) of a given focal 109 strain/competitor strain/method combination and the mean within-block Brown-Forsythe statistic
110
[9], , where is the block median of the estimator of relative fitness of
focal strain j against competitor strain k using method l, and n is the number of observations in 112 block of a given focal strain/competitor strain/method combination.
113
Plots of the mean-variance relationships are shown in Figure 2 . The correlations are 114 weakest for log(CI), slightly greater for p and nearly perfect for CI (≈ +1, as expected). For each 115 of the three measures of relative fitness, SD log(CI) is less correlated with the mean than is 116 BF log(CI) . Given these findings, our assessment of the three assay methods is based on SD log(CI) . 
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Box-plots of p and SD log(CI) for the three methods, averaged over focal strains and 125 competitor strains, are shown in Figure 3 . The data are summarized in Supplementary Table   126 S1 and raw data are given in Supplementary Table S2 correlation between the two counts was >99.9% for both the total count and the GFP count.
143
The mean absolute difference between the two counts, expressed as a fraction of the average 144 of the two counts, was 0.73% for the total count and 0.46% for the GFP count. The correlation 145 between the proportion of wild-type worms, p, between the two counts is 99.8%. We re-counted 146 all 720 images counted by CellProfiler; the counts were exactly the same in every case. superimposed on the bright field image slice and the worms within the rectangle counted ( Figure   232 1a). We used the multipoint tool in ImageJ to facilitate counting worms. The multipoint tool 233 allows the user to mark each worm on the image as it is counted and therefore reduces the 234 chances of miscounting worms. The same rectangle was then superimposed on the GFP 235 image slice and the fluorescent worms visible in that image counted using a different counter 236 type in the multipoint tool (Figure 1b ). The number of focal and competitor worms within a given 237 well were then exported from the ImageJ results window and the frequency of the focal type, p, 238 the competitive index CI = p/(1-p), and log(CI) were calculated in excel.
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(2) CellProfiler. We developed an image analysis pipeline using CellProfiler software to 240 automatically quantify competitive fitness in a given well using the paired bright-field and GFP is the estimate of SD log(CI) in block l, µ is the overall mean, f i is the effect of focal strain i, c j is the 301 effect of competitor strain j, m k is the effect of method k, t ij is the effect of the interaction 302 between focal strain i and competitor strain j, u ik is the effect of the interaction between focal 303 strain i and method k, v jk is the interaction between competitor strain j and method k, w ijk is 304 the effect of the three-way interaction, and ε l|ijk is residual (among-block) variance. We initially 305 estimated the residual variance separately for each focal/competitor/method combination, then 306 pooled the residual variance over different combinations of groups, using the minimum 307 corrected Akaike's Information Criterion (AICc) as the criterion for the best model. Similarly, 308 competitor strain, focal strain, and their interactions were removed and the AICc calculated.
309
The smallest AICc was given by the model with only method included as a fixed effect and the 310 residual variance estimated separately for each method, pooling residual variance over focal 311 and competitor strains within a method. Significance of fixed effects was assessed by F-test on 312 type III sums of squares.
313
We repeated the above analysis for the fraction of focal worms, p, with block included as 314 an additional random effect and replicate (nested within block) as the unit of observation. The
315
block for which we did not collect "by eye" data was omitted from the analysis.
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